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Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Area I Introduction

Welcome to the 2017 third quarter workforce report produced by the Virginia 
Tech Office of Economic Development on behalf of the Southwest Virginia 
Workforce Development Board (WDB). This report covers Workforce 
Development Area I (WDA I), which covers the LENOWISCO and Cumberland 
Plateau Planning Districts, including the counties of Buchanan, Dickenson, Lee, 
Russell, Scott, Tazewell, Wise and the independent city of Norton. These 
quarterly reports analyze and present regional labor supply and labor demand 
data to inform the public of the evolving workforce landscape. Please note that 
the data presented in this report is the most up-to-date data available as of 
September 2017.

In this quarter’s report, we examine the state of entrepreneurship in WDA I and 
how it relates to workforce development. A growing trend in the U.S. is 
understanding how the workforce system can better support residents in 
developing the skills needed to be entrepreneurs as well as supplying them 
with the skills and workforce needed to help these small businesses scale up in 
their region. 

Additionally, this report explores some trends in educational attainment, the 
presence of STEM occupations, and behavioral health in Workforce 
Development Area I (Southwest Virginia).
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Number of  Startup Births per 1,000 people

WIA 1 VA US

Source: U.S. Census (2009-2014). Statistics of U.S. Businesses and Business Dynamics Statistics Database. https://www.census.gov/

Different Types of Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners

Like many things in life, entrepreneurship is not one size fits all. There is the classic split between those who
consider themselves “entrepreneurs” and those who see themselves as small business owners.
KCSourceLink, a spinoff of the renowned Ewing-Marion Kauffman Foundation (advocacy group for
entrepreneurship), splits entrepreneurship even further into four different groups:

1) Innovation Led: Often those who define themselves as “entrepreneurs”, these business owners have
developed an innovative product or process. These businesses are often “high growth” firms and form
around intellectual property in the science and technology sectors. They may rely heavily of research
institutions and universities for tech transfer opportunities.

2) Second Stage: These are businesses that have survived the startup phase (often five or so years), and
are looking to scale up their business by discovering new markets or launching new products. These are
companies with 10-99 employees who now need teams of experts to take their business to the next
level through improved marketing, more locations, and more.

3) Main Street: These companies comprise a large portion of our economy and contribute to the culture
and feel of a community. Main street entrepreneurs are the owners of coffee shops, dry cleaners,
graphic design studios, boutiques, etc. They are often dedicated to their business and community over
the long-term and tend to pass their business along to an employee or family member upon retirement.

4) Microenterprises: As small-scale, often one-person businesses, microenterprises require less than
$35,000 to start their business. These firms have grown in popularity since the recession, as those who
have been laid off or downsized look for additional revenue streams.

Source: KCSourceLink (2017). Four Types of Entrepreneurship: Because One Definition Does Not Fit All. Retrieved from:

http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all

https://www.census.gov/
http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all
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Between 2015 and 2016, any business with a new 
FIPS codes comprised 32%-68% of total job creation 
in Southwest Virginia. They contributed to overall 
job growth, particularly in (darker) counties with 
higher percentages of startup job creation. 
However, their contribution was countered by 
closures and layoffs, resulting in net job growth or 
decline.  

± #  Net Job Growth

Source: UW Extension Business and Entrepreneurship (2017). YE Your Economy Dashboard. Retrieved from: http://www.youreconomy.org

YE YourEconomy.org provides a breakdown of job creation by company type. New startups are new businesses, identified by a 
new FIPS code. Expansion startups are new businesses that are affiliated with a headquarters (spinoffs). Expansions are existing 
businesses that show an increase in employment. Move in businesses are those that already existed, as evidenced by an existing 
FIPS code, but they have moved into the region since the previous year.

The Annual Job Creation chart below shows that Southwest Virginia’s reliance on new startups for job creation has stagnated over
the past decade, with a brief spike during the recession. Meanwhile new startup contribution to employment has significantly 
increased in the state and nationally. Furthermore, aligning with state and national trends, startup companies are not expanding
as much as they did prior to the Great Recession.

http://www.youreconomy.org/
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What kinds of workers does a small business need to scale up?
When hiring new employees, there are a handful of factors necessary for a new firm to scale up successfully. Employers 
must first look for workers that share similar skills to themselves from the list of top ten, particularly resilience, 
communication, and analytical. In addition, workers must be trustworthy in that you know that they have your back and 
will not bail when times get tough. This is an informal bond that is often understood when first discussing the plan to 
scale up. These are people you can trust representing your company. This is slightly different being team oriented, which 
is someone who can take a step back, listen, and learn. Team workers are interested in the greater good of the company 
rather than the spotlight. Employers must also look for workers who are quick learners and can understand the ins and 
outs of the company in preparation for larger managerial roles. Lastly, workers with strategy and creativity help drive 
innovation when expanding products and services. 

"Inevitably, and because they can “get away with it”, at their inception small and medium-sized enterprises lack the sophisticated 
managerial systems often found in larger organizations. At first, SMEs can operate well enough without such management systems 
because the founder can coordinate and manage by personal involvement. This turns into a weakness when growth increases the 

number of elements that require managing.“ --Scale up UK Growing Business Report by Cambridge University

Top Ten Skills and Traits of Entrepreneurs

Good Networker

Strong Leader

Resilient

Strategic

Analytical

Financially Aware

Regulatory Understanding

Budget Oriented

Communication

Adaptable 

Trustworthy Strategic/CreativeTeam Oriented

At the base of every successful business venture is a strong 

foundation of employees supplying the necessary components 

that can grow with the owner and the company 

Scaling Up

Good salesmanship
Negotiation Skills

Ability to pitch ideas with confidence

Public Speaking abilities
Sense of integrity and ethics

Able to take risks, fail 
and try again

Self-motivated

Adaptable to changing situations
Eager to learn what is not in their 

comfort zone

Budgeting and knowing when 
to spend

Financial management
Knowledge of funding/grant 
opportunities

Knowledge of Computers and information technologies
Data Driven and up-to-date with regional trends
Effective marketing through social media savvy

Ability to look past own self-perception to 
look at business through eye of customers 
Articulate competitive strengths

Employee grievances, audit 
constraints, etc.
Understanding policies 

Managerial Ability 

Ability to listen to employees and customers
Ability to write and speak effectively

Ability to present ideas clearly
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What’s the Role of Workforce in Supporting Entrepreneurship?
- Transitioning skilled, dislocated or under employed workers
- Integrating entrepreneurship options and training into workforce programming
- Connecting interested entrepreneurs to resources in the region 
- Build and maintain relationships with established entrepreneurship support providers 
- Collaborate instead of duplicating workforce services and programs for entrepreneurs 

Procurement Technical Assistance 
Center 

The Procurement Technical Assistance Center 
helps current and new businesses learn how to 
obtain federal and/or state government contracts 
including with the Department of Defense.. 
• Offers various workshops on business must 

haves, selling to the state of Virginia, and 
business conferences. 

• Opportunities to discuss state and federal 
contracting with a representative. 

• All services are available to clients free of charge. 
For more information, please visit:
http://ptac.sw.edu/

SOME ENTREPRENEURIAL RESOURCES

Virginia Velocity: Southwest VA Small 
Business Training 

Virginia Velocity and the Gillam Foundation have 
partnered to offer a one day small business training 
in Abingdon, VA on October 27. Businesses will 
have a chance to talk to mentors one on one, and 
partake in strategic information session on building 
a team and refining their business propositions. 
Businesses that take part in the training will be 
considered for the Washington County Business 
Challenge event, Floyd County C4 Business 
Development and Challenge, and the Town of 
Marion “Pop Up Entrepreneur Boot Camp 
Program”.
For more information, please visit:   
http://virginiavelocitytour.org/virginia-velocity-
southwest-virginia-small-business-training/

Southwest Small Business Development 
Center 

The Southwest Small Business Development center 
offers no charge for their counseling service. 
Businesses must fill out the registration form 
before receiving services. 
Services include: 
• Workshops 
• Network Assistance 
• Management Skills 
• Business Information 
• Loan Application Assistance 
Other services are available are can be found at : 
https://sw.edu/southwest-business-assistance-
sbdc/

Virginia Highlands Small Business 
Incubator 

The Virginia Highlands Small Business Incubator is 
a space for businesses and entrepreneurs to rent a 
space and take advantage of the services the 
incubator provides. The incubator provides 
services such as business events that cover 
information such as employee overtime, video 
marketing, and business financial information 
session. Businesses get the opportunity to cowork 
with other business and professionals in the space. 
For more information, please visit: 
http://vhsbi.com/shared-resources/

http://ptac.sw.edu/
http://virginiavelocitytour.org/virginia-velocity-southwest-virginia-small-business-training/
https://sw.edu/southwest-business-assistance-sbdc/
http://vhsbi.com/shared-resources/
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Sugar Hill is a full-service restaurant and a working brewery that opened in 
September of 2016 which began distributing beer to area restaurants the 
following year. They currently have 20 employees, most of whom work in 
the restaurant. St. Paul is a town of fewer than a thousand people; 
however, the brewery draws people from all over because of its reputation 
for great food and beer! Ten years ago, owners Greg and Jennifer Bailey 
bought a little hardware store with six apartments overhead. When the 
Spearhead trails system located a trailhead in Saint Paul, they saw an 
opportunity to allow people using the trail and river to spend the night and 
decided to convert the apartments from monthly rentals to short-term 
rentals. In addition, they realized the need for a nice restaurant and 
brewery after speaking to visitors who stayed at our properties looking for 
good places to eat and good places to have beer. It took more than two 
years to open due to extensive research, supervision of construction, 
obtaining permits, and every other facet of opening a brewpub. Employees 
they typically seek out have a positive outlook; a willingness to work hard; 
and always try to contribute to the team. The ability to multitask is 
important when waiting tables, or when working in a fast-paced kitchen. 
We like people who will think for themselves and who will look for work to 
do, instead of waiting to be told. When asked if they could provide any 
advice, Jennifer said to “write your business plan, then slash your projected 
income in half and double your expected costs. Plan for problems by 
understanding that nothing is ever going to go smoothly. Whenever 
something comes up, view it as a challenge to overcome and keep moving 
forward. Starting a new business required perseverance during difficult 
times and we are constantly having to think outside the box whenever 
problems arise. We rarely go by conventional wisdom, although we do talk 
to people who have done difficult things and ask them for advice, but we 
don't follow a written formula.”

Sugar Hill Brewery Case Study  

Source: Colin Huband

Marion’s Economic Development Department along with members in the community have come 
together to offer a five-week class that is for people who are looking to start their own business or new 
businesses recently developed. Business who take part in the boot camp must have a basic 
understanding of how to develop a business plan or have attended another boot camp and are 
interested in continuing to learn. For four weeks those enrolled in the boot camp will have intense 
session on small business concepts presented by local experts in a few of the topics. During the last night 
of class businesses and students will be able to present their plans and be eligible for up to five thousand 
dollars in grant monies to assist building the business. The classes are free and open to everyone, 
however businesses in target areas will only be eligible for grant monies. The 12th round of the boot 
camp kicks off on October 4. 2017. For those interested they must pre-register to make sure that there 
are enough seats. To pre-register please call the Town of Marion at 276-378-5026. For more information 
on the boot camp, please visit http://www.marionva.org/business/pop-up-marion. 

Marion “Pop Up” Entrepreneur Boot Camp 

http://www.marionva.org/business/pop-up-marion
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Educational Attainment

Description
2016 
Jobs

2022 
Jobs

% 
Change

Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics 238 273 15%

Computer User Support Specialists 223 265 37%

Computer Systems Analysts 153 193 48%

Network and Computer Systems Administrators 109 122 7%

Software Developers, Applications 89 135 80%

Computer Network Support Specialists 62 69 8%

Nurse Practitioners 57 63 7%

Medical Transcriptionists 49 51 9%

Software Developers, Systems Software 46 67 60%

Computer Programmers 44 54 50%

14%

14%

86%

11%

89%

12%

88%

WDA I

Virginia

U.S.

Percentage of STEM Occupations

STEM or science, technology, engineering, and mathematics degrees and related certificates have become a more popular option 
for workers in this region. At 11%, Southwest Virginia is below the state and national average but on par with surrounding regions 
and trends suggest that this will continue to increase with a projected average annual increase of 8%. The table above shows top
STEM occupations with the highest predicted growth and number of current workers. Most professionals in this region working in 
a STEM related occupation tend to work on computers as support specialists, software developers, programmers, and computer 
information analysts. These positions offer a comfortable livable wage and are a viable option in a remote area with increased 
broadband capabilities. Computer science programs are offered as a bachelor’s degree from University of Virginia’s College at
Wise. Mountain Empire and Southwest VA Community Colleges offer certificates and associates degrees that can lead into a 
computer science field as well. 

Chart X shows education change in WDA I for all levels from 2002 to 2017 compared to the national and state average. It shows a 
decrease in high school drop outs with a higher number of completions than the state and nation. The chart also shows an 
increase in those who got some college education. The chart to the right shows the levels of STEM degrees obtained in 2016 from 
the various higher education institutions in the region. Mountain Empire and Southwest VA Community Colleges had the most 
certificate and associate’s degrees while University of Virginia College at Wise had the most bachelor’s degrees. All institutions 
have had an increase in completions since 2015 except for the Appalachian College of Pharmacy.

WIA I Virginia U.S.

2002 2007 2012 20172002 2007 2012 2017 2002 2007 2012 2017

Less than 9th Grade
9th to 12th Grade
High School Diploma

Some College
Associate’s Degree
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree or Higher

STEM Occupations Projection, 2002- 2017
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Source: IPEDS, NCES's CIP-SOC Crosswalk

Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees



Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Area 1 Behavioral Health in WDA I

Mental and behavioral health problems are very common in the U.S. Although effective treatments exist, many patients go 
untreated due to the stigma associated with mental and behavioral health issues, a lack of familial and cultural support, and the 
lack of access to mental and behavioral health care services. Lack of access exists in a few forms, including lack of transportation, 
a lack of heath care providers, an onerous distance necessary to travel to receive treatment, a lack of resources to pay for 
services, and a lack of information about what services exist. The top table shows the number of behavioral health occupations 
and projections for WDA I. The mental health care provider ratio is 1,155:1. Comparatively, the three workforce regions 
combined have 1,199 mental healthcare providers, and a ratio of one mental healthcare provider per every 758 people. Of the 
three regions, WDA I has the lowest number of healthcare providers and the highest ratio of people to mental health providers, 
but it also has the lowest population of the three regions, at 194,357 people. Tazewell County has the highest number of mental 
health care providers in Region I at 54, and Dickenson has the least, at just 4 mental health care providers in the entire county. 
The City of Norton has a better mental health care provider ratio (303.1) than state of Virginia, which has a ratio of one mental 
health care provider for every 730 people. When looking at the mental health care provider ratio for WIA Region I as a whole 
(1,155:1), and comparing it to the ratios of the three regions combined (758:1) as well as for the rest of the state (730:1) and
nation  (550:1), the data seems to suggest that there is a mental health care service gap in the Southwest Virginia WDA.

Occupation 2017 Jobs 2022 Jobs % Change

Mental Health Counselors 180 178 -1%
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers 178 177 -1%
Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors 84 83 -1%
Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists 68 73 7%
Rehabilitation Counselors 53 51 -4%
Psychiatric Technicians 44 47 7%
Psychiatric Aides 42 44 5%
Psychiatrists 14 13 -7%
Psychologists, All Other <10 <10 0%
Total 670 674 1%

1,155:1
WDA I

730:1
VA

550:1

U.S.

The table above shows where each county or city in Workforce Development Area I ranks within the state of Virginia out of a 
possible 133. County Health Rankings calculated scores and rankings for each county in 2017 based on different characteristics 
found under the ’Health Outcomes Rank’ and ‘Health Factors Rank’ fields. Half of the health outcomes ranking is based on length 
of life and the other half on quality of life which includes reporting's of poor health by adults and mental health days taken. The 
measures used to determine health factor rankings were weighted using the following methods: 
• Health behaviors (30%)- tobacco, drug, and alcohol use; diet and exercise
• Clinical care (20%)- access to care and quality of care
• Social/Economic environment (40%)- education, employment, income, family support, and community safety
• Physical environment (10%)- air and water quality; housing and transit options

County Health Outcome Health Factors

Buchanan 128 132

Dickenson 125 131

Lee 117 128

Russell 114 116

Scott 100 93

Tazewell 119 114

Wise 126 125

Norton City 63 86

Number of People to Mental 
Health Care Providers Ratio

Western
87

Central
57

Southside
112

Hampton
64

Northern
23

Valley
57

Average County Health Rankings

Behavioral Health Occupations Projection, 2017

County Health Rankings
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Source: County Health Rankings, 2016

Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees Source: County Health Rankings, 2016



For more information, please contact:

Scott Tate
Associate Director
Virginia Tech Office of Economic Development
Phone: (540) 231-2351
Email: atate1@vt.edu

Sarah Lyon-Hill
Senior Economic Development Specialist
Virginia Tech Office of Economic Development
Phone: (540) 231-9940
Email: sarahlh@vt.edu

mailto:atate1@vt.edu
mailto:sarahlh@vt.edu
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New River Mount Rogers Workforce Development Area II Introduction

Welcome to the 2017 third quarter workforce report, produced by the Virginia 
Tech Office of Economic Development on behalf of the New River Mount 
Rogers Workforce Development Board (WDB). This region comprises the New 
River Valley Regional Commission and the Mount Rogers Planning Districts, 
including the counties of Bland, Carroll, Floyd, Giles, Grayson, Montgomery, 
Pulaski, Smyth, Washington, Wythe and the independent cities of Bristol, Galax 
and Radford. These quarterly reports present an analysis of regional labor 
supply and demand data, to inform the public of the evolving workforce 
landscape. Please note that the data presented in this report is the most up-to-
date data available as of September 2017. 

In this quarter’s report, we examine the state of entrepreneurship in WDA II 
and how it relates to workforce development. A growing trend in the U.S. is 
understanding how the workforce system can better support residents in 
developing the skills needed to be entrepreneurs as well as supplying them 
with the skills and workforce needed to help these small businesses scale up in 
their region. 

Additionally, this report explores some trends in educational attainment, the 
presence of STEM occupations, and behavioral health in Workforce 
Development Area II (New River Mount Rogers).
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Number of  Startup Births per 1,000 people

WIA 2 VA US

Source: U.S. Census (2014). Statistics of U.S. Businesses and Business Dynamics Statistics Database. https://www.census.gov/

Different Types of Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners

Like many things in life, entrepreneurship is not one size fits all. There is the classic split between those who
consider themselves “entrepreneurs” and those who see themselves as small business owners.
KCSourceLink, a spinoff of the renowned Ewing-Marion Kauffman Foundation (advocacy group for
entrepreneurship), splits entrepreneurship even further into four different groups:

1) Innovation Led: Often those who define themselves as “entrepreneurs”, these business owners have
developed an innovative product or process. These businesses are often “high growth” firms and form
around intellectual property in the science and technology sectors. They may rely heavily of research
institutions and universities for tech transfer opportunities.

2) Second Stage: These are businesses that have survived the startup phase (often five or so years), and
are looking to scale up their business by discovering new markets or launching new products. These are
companies with 10-99 employees who now need teams of experts to take their business to the next
level through improved marketing, more locations, and more.

3) Main Street: These companies comprise a large portion of our economy and contribute to the culture
and feel of a community. Main street entrepreneurs are the owners of coffee shops, dry cleaners,
graphic design studios, boutiques, etc. They are often dedicated to their business and community over
the long-term and tend to pass their business along to an employee or family member upon retirement.

4) Microenterprises: As small-scale, often one-person businesses, microenterprises require less than
$35,000 to start their business. These firms have grown in popularity since the recession, as those who
have been laid off or downsized look for additional revenue streams.

Source: KCSourceLink (2017). Four Types of Entrepreneurship: Because One Definition Does Not Fit All. Retrieved from:

http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all

https://www.census.gov/
http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all
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Between 2015 and 2016, any business with a new 
FIPS codes comprised 45%-75% of total job creation 
in the NRMR region. They contributed to overall job 
growth, particularly in (darker) counties with higher 
percentages of startup job creation. However, their 
contribution was countered by closures and layoffs, 
resulting in net job growth or decline.  

± #  Net Job Growth

IT Occupations and Industries

Introduction & Executive Summary

New River Mount Rogers Workforce Development Area II The State of Entrepreneurship 
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Picture Source: MC Sign Co. 

Source: UW Extension Business and Entrepreneurship (2017). YE Your Economy Dashboard. Retrieved from: http://www.youreconomy.org

New Startup Contribution to Job Creation 

YE YourEconomy.org provides a breakdown of job creation by company type. New startups are new businesses, identified by a 
new FIPS code. Expansion startups are new businesses that are affiliated with a headquarters (spinoffs). Expansions are existing 
businesses that show an increase in employment. Move in businesses are those that already existed, as evidenced by an existing 
FIPS code, but they have moved into the region since the previous year.

The Annual Job Creation chart below shows that New River Mount Rogers has increased its reliance on new startups for job 
creation, yet startups in this region are still not contributing as much to employment as the state or national averages. 
Furthermore, aligning with state and national trends, startup companies are not expanding as much as they did prior to the Great
Recession.

http://www.youreconomy.org/
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What kinds of workers does a small business need to scale up?
When hiring new employees, there are a handful of factors necessary for a new firm to scale up successfully. Employers 
must first look for workers that share similar skills to themselves from the list of top ten, particularly resilience, 
communication, and analytical. In addition, workers must be trustworthy in that you know that they have your back and 
will not bail when times get tough. This is an informal bond that is often understood when first discussing the plan to 
scale up. These are people you can trust representing your company. This is slightly different being team oriented, which 
is someone who can take a step back, listen, and learn. Team workers are interested in the greater good of the company 
rather than the spotlight. Employers must also look for workers who are quick learners and can understand the ins and 
outs of the company in preparation for larger managerial roles. Lastly, workers with strategy and creativity help drive 
innovation when expanding products and services. 

"Inevitably, and because they can “get away with it”, at their inception small and medium-sized enterprises lack the sophisticated 
managerial systems often found in larger organizations. At first, SMEs can operate well enough without such management systems 
because the founder can coordinate and manage by personal involvement. This turns into a weakness when growth increases the 

number of elements that require managing.“ --Scale up UK Growing Business Report by Cambridge University

Top Ten Skills and Traits of Entrepreneurs

Good Networker

Strong Leader

Resilient

Strategic

Analytical

Financially Aware

Regulatory Understanding

Budget Oriented

Communication

Adaptable 

Trustworthy Strategic/CreativeTeam Oriented

At the base of every successful business venture is a strong 

foundation of employees supplying the necessary components 

that can grow with the owner and the company 

Scaling Up

Good salesmanship
Negotiation Skills

Ability to pitch ideas with confidence

Public Speaking abilities
Sense of integrity and ethics

Able to take risks, fail 
and try again

Self-motivated

Adaptable to changing situations
Eager to learn what is not in their 

comfort zone

Budgeting and knowing when 
to spend

Financial management
Knowledge of funding/grant 
opportunities

Knowledge of Computers and information technologies
Data Driven and up-to-date with regional trends
Effective marketing through social media savvy

Ability to look past own self-perception to 
look at business through eye of customers 
Articulate competitive strengths

Employee grievances, audit 
constraints, etc.
Understanding policies 

Managerial Ability 

Ability to listen to employees and customers
Ability to write and speak effectively

Ability to present ideas clearly
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What’s the Role of Workforce in Supporting Entrepreneurship?
- Transitioning skilled, dislocated or under employed workers
- Integrating entrepreneurship options and training into workforce programming
- Connecting interested entrepreneurs to resources in the region 
- Build and maintain relationships with established entrepreneurship support providers 
- Collaborate instead of duplicating workforce services and programs for entrepreneurs 

VT Knowledge Works 
VT knowledge Works provides services to up and 
coming businesses. Consulting services are 
available as well as mentoring, connecting 
businesses with early stage investors, and 
professional service providers. 
• Startup chat events as well as interactive 

workshops available. 
• Teaching businesses the “how to” obtain funding, 

establishing social media, pitch your company, 
and other strategies. 

• Business concept reviews at no charge to the 
public.

For more information, please visit: 
http://www.vtknowledgeworks.com/

Studio 2.0 
Studio 2.0 is a business coworking space for 
freelancers and startup businesses in Blacksburg. 
They offer month to month memberships that 
businesses would have access to their own desk, 
internet, conference room, and other resources. 

• Meet other business professionals and make 
connections. 

• Collaborate with other businesses. 

• They offer a membership exclusively for 
community events, networking events, and 
listening to guest speakers. 

For more information please visit:
http://www.studiotwopoint0.com

Techpad
Techpad is a coworking space located in 
Blacksburg.  Their primary focus is technology 
based companies.  Membership is required in order 
to use the coworking space. They have month to 
month memberships available. 

• Social and educational events hosted. 

For more information, please visit:
www.techpad.org

Beans and Rice, Inc. 
Beans and Rice, Inc. seeks to help improve the lives 
and well being of low-to moderate income families.  
They offer an asset building program that helps 
eligible families build financial assets through 
starting or expanding a business as well as through 
other means. 
• They have a micro-enterprise development 

program that helps business in Pulaski County, 
Virginia. Services include business training, 
technical assistance, and access to capital. 

• Industry focused resources are provided to the 
areas of Pulaski County, Dublin, and Town of 
Pulaski. 

For more information, please visit: 
http://www.beansandrice.org/

SOME ENTREPRENEURIAL RESOURCES

http://www.vtknowledgeworks.com/
http://www.studiotwopoint0.com/
http://www.techpad.org/
http://www.beansandrice.org/
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The idea behind Koofer.com began in 2006 but was not an 
official business until two years later. Koofers was founded by 
Virginia Tech students Michael Rihani and Patrick Gartlan, along 
with alumnus Glynn LoPresti. The company began scaling up and 
obtained 18 part-time employees by 2008 and launching 
nationwide the following year. Their vision was to enable 
students to make the relatively opaque process of class and 
teacher selection fully transparent by providing grading histories 
and professor reviews to help students shape their class 
schedules. They saw the lack of social studying networks for 
college students and decided to take action. Their vision was to 
make college easier and level the playing field for everyone by 
granting full access to everyone for free. When asked about his 
entrepreneurial roots, former CEO Michael Rihani said that he 
started as an entrepreneur when he was five by selling chocolate 
and football cards to family, mowing lawns by 12, and teaching 
himself to build websites and code at 13. He said that the type of 
worker he looked for must have “grit and hustle” as they scaled 
up at a rapid rate with 15 full time employees and over 400 
campus reps nationwide in just a few years from when they got 
started. He also looked for caring and kind people that are easy 
to get along with and like to “disrupt the norm”. Venture 
capitalists were his most valuable assets and mentors getting 
started. When asked about advice to other entrepreneurs, 
Michael said “you must really want to become an entrepreneur 
and have the desire to just find a problem that you see in the 
world and fix it. Focus is key. We had five services we did well 
but eventually learned it was better to do three things very well, 
those being old exams, professor ratings, and flash cards. We 
never focused enough to do one thing excellent which would 
have been monetizing our best and original product. Old exams.” 
Today Koofers.com continues to launch at more higher-
education schools and grow its services each semester.

Koofer Case Study 

Washington County is hosting a business challenge contest for small business owners and entrepreneurs 
from January 23- February 27, 2018. All businesses and individuals must submit an application by January 
8, 2018.  The challenge has a weekly class that cover various topics such as; intro to starting a business, 
credit and managing a business, customer service and promotion. The contest will award over $15,000 in 
business investment grants for businesses looking to expand jobs within the Town of Abingdon and 
Washington County. Additional monies of $8,000 from the private sector have also been provided to the 
contest from Speigler Blevins and Penn Stuart. Last year the winners of the contest included a tiny house 
builder and a 3d printing studio with an art studio. Eighteen applicants applied for the contest in 2017 and 
six businesses were chosen as winners. To win a competitive award from the contest businesses must be 
located in Washington County, Town of Glade Spring, Town of Damascus, or the Town of Abingdon. For 
more information or for the application please visit, http://washingtonvachamber.org/programs/

Washington County Business Challenge 2018 

http://washingtonvachamber.org/programs/
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Description
2016 
Jobs

2022 
Jobs

% Change

Registered Nurses 2,156 2,338 8%

Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses 1,052 1,153 20%

Miscellaneous Healthcare Support Occupations 1,024 1,174 24%

Health Practitioner Support Technologists and 
Technicians

963 1,013 13%

Software Developers and Programmers 787 901 20%

Computer Support Specialists 736 808 14%

Physicians and Surgeons 519 592 26%

Database and Systems Administrators and 
Network Architects

502 528 6%

Computer and Information Analysts 452 509 19%

Diagnostic Related Technologists and Technicians 331 364 18%

Educational Attainment

14%

14%

86%

10%

90%

12%

88%

WDA II

Virginia

U.S.

The chart above shows education change in WDA II for all levels from 2002 to 2017 compared to the national and state average. 
It shows a decrease in high school drop outs with a higher number of completions than the state and nation. The chart also shows
an increase in those who got some college education including the various degrees. The chart to the right shows the levels of
STEM degrees obtained in 2016 from the various higher education institutions in the region. Wytheville Community College had 
the most certificate and associate’s degrees while Virginia Tech produced the most bachelor’s and graduate degrees. Radford 
University and Virginia Tech have had an increase in completions, while the community colleges have stayed consistent.

STEM or science, technology, engineering, and mathematics degrees and related certificates have become a more popular option 
for workers in this region as the number of jobs have grown. Although the New River Mt. Rogers areas is below the national, 
state, and surrounding regions average trends suggest that these positions will continue to grow in popularity as more 
certifications and training become available. The table above shows top STEM occupations with the highest predicted growth and 
number of current workers. Health and medical related occupations make up the greatest portion of workers in WDA II for STEM 
occupations. Wytheville, New River, and Virginia Highlands Community Colleges offer 2 to 4 semester certificates in Allied Health 
Diagnostic, Intervention, and Treatment that could lead to a healthcare support technician profession. New River and Wytheville 
also offer a two year program to become a licensed practical/vocational nurse. Registered Nursing degrees are offered by all 
three community colleges as Associate’s Degrees and Radford University offers an RN degree at the Bachelor’s or Graduate level.

WIA II Virginia U.S.

2002 2007 2012 2017 2002 2007 2012 2017 2002 2007 2012 2017

Less than 9th Grade
9th to 12th Grade
High School Diploma

Some College
Associate’s Degree
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree or Higher

STEM Occupations Projection, 2002- 2017Percentage of STEM Occupations

Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees

Source: IPEDS, NCES's CIP-SOC Crosswalk
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County Health Outcome Health Factors

Bland 88 57

Carroll 78 79

Floyd 39 34

Giles 90 51

Grayson 76 101

Montgomery 35 37

Pulaski 91 83

Smyth 94 99

Washington 62 72

Wythe 56 85

Bristol City 130 117

Galax City 115 107

Radford City 92 95

Mental and behavioral health problems are very common in the U.S. Although effective treatments exist, many patients go 
untreated due to the stigma associated with mental and behavioral health issues, a lack of familial and cultural support, and the 
lack of access to mental and behavioral health care services. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
found that in 2015, just 43% of the 43.4 million adults in the U.S. with some type of mental illness received mental health services 
in the past year. The top table shows the number of behavioral health occupations and projections for WDA II. The mental health 
care provider ratio is 941:1, which is worst than the state and national averages. Bland, Grayson and Giles counties each have just 
one reported mental health care provider, while Montgomery and Wythe counties, as well as the City of Galax, each have mental
health care provider ratios below the regional and state levels. This demonstrates a wide range in the levels of mental health care 
provision in the New River Mount Rogers WDA.

Occupation 2017 Jobs 2022 Jobs % Change

Mental Health Counselors 425 448 5%
Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors 275 289 5%

Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers 251 261 4%

Psychiatric Technicians 252 244 -3%
Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists 127 135 6%

Psychiatric Aides 124 123 -1%
Rehabilitation Counselors 86 89 3%
Psychiatrists 32 33 3%
Psychologists, All Other 15 14 -7%
Total 1,585 1,636 3%

941:1
WDA II

730:1
VA

550:1

U.S.

The table above shows where each county or city in Workforce Development Area II ranks within the state of Virginia out of a 
possible 133. County Health Rankings calculated scores and rankings for each county in 2017 based on different characteristics 
found under the ’Health Outcomes Rank’ and ‘Health Factors Rank’ fields. Half of the health outcomes ranking is based on length 
of life and the other half on quality of life which includes reporting's of poor health by adults and mental health days taken. The 
measures used to determine health factor rankings were weighted using the following methods: 
• Health behaviors (30%)- tobacco, drug, and alcohol use; diet and exercise
• Clinical care (20%)- access to care and quality of care
• Social/Economic environment (40%)- education, employment, income, family support, and community safety
• Physical environment (10%)- air and water quality; housing and transit options

Number of People to Mental 
Health Care Providers Ratio

Western
87

Central
57

Southside
112

Hampton
64

Northern
23

Valley
57

Average County Health Rankings

Behavioral Health Occupations Projection, 2017

County Health Rankings

Source: County Health Rankings, 2016Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees

Source: County Health Rankings, 2016
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Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works (VBRW) Workforce Development Area III Introduction

Welcome to the 2017 third quarter workforce report, produced by the Virginia 
Tech Office of Economic Development on behalf of the Area III Workforce 
Development Board (WDB), Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works! This region includes 
the counties of Alleghany, Botetourt, Craig, Franklin, Roanoke, and the 
independent cities of Roanoke and Salem. These quarterly reports analyze and 
present regional labor supply and labor demand data to inform the public of 
the evolving workforce landscape. Please note that the data presented in this 
report is the most up-to-date data available as of September 2017. 

In this quarter’s report, we examine the state of entrepreneurship in WDA III 
and how it relates to workforce development. A growing trend in the U.S. is 
understanding how the workforce system can better support residents in 
developing the skills needed to be entrepreneurs as well as supplying them 
with the skills and workforce needed to help these small businesses scale up in 
their region. 

Additionally, this report explores some trends in educational attainment, the 
presence of STEM occupations, and behavioral health in Workforce 
Development Area III (Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works!).



Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works (VBRW) Workforce Development Area III The State of Entrepreneurship

Different Types of Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners

Like many things in life, entrepreneurship is not one size fits all. There is the classic split between those who
consider themselves “entrepreneurs” and those who see themselves as “small business owners”.
KCSourceLink, a spinoff of the renowned Ewing-Marion Kauffman Foundation (advocacy group for
entrepreneurship), splits entrepreneurship even further into four different groups:

1) Innovation Led: Often those who define themselves as “entrepreneurs”, these business owners have
developed an innovative product or process. These businesses are often “high growth” firms and form
around intellectual property in the science and technology sectors. They may rely heavily of research
institutions and universities for tech transfer opportunities.

2) Second Stage: These are businesses that have survived the startup phase (often five or so years), and
are looking to scale up their business by discovering new markets or launching new products. These are
companies with 10-99 employees who now need teams of experts to take their business to the next
level through improved marketing, more locations, etc.

3) Main Street: These companies comprise a large portion of our economy and contribute to the culture
and feel of a community. Main street entrepreneurs are the owners of coffee shops, dry cleaners,
graphic design studios, boutiques, etc. They are often dedicated to their business and community over
the long-term and tend to pass their business along to an employee or family member upon retirement.

4) Microenterprises: As small-scale, often one-person businesses, microenterprises require less than
$35,000 to start their business. These firms have grown in popularity since the recession, as those who
have been laid off or downsized look for additional revenue streams.

Source: KCSourceLink (2017). Four Types of Entrepreneurship: Because One Definition Does Not Fit All. Retrieved from:

http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all
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Number of  Startup Births per 1,000 people

WDA 3 VA US

Source: U.S. Census (2009-2014). Statistics of U.S. Businesses and Business Dynamics Statistics Database. https://www.census.gov/

http://www.kcsourcelink.com/blog/blog/2017/01/30/four-types-of-entrepreneurship-because-one-definition-does-not-fit-all
https://www.census.gov/
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Between 2015 and 2016, any business with a new 
FIPS codes comprised 45%-75% of total job creation 
in the VBRW region. They contributed to overall job 
growth, particularly in (darker) counties with higher 
percentages of startup job creation. However, their 
contribution was countered by closures and layoffs, 
resulting in net job growth or even decline.  

± #  Net Job Growth

IT Occupations and Industries

Introduction & Executive Summary

Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works (VBRW) Workforce Development Area III The State of Entrepreneurship 
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Picture Source: MC Sign Co. 

YE YourEconomy.org provides a breakdown of job creation by company type. New startups are new businesses, identified by a 
new FIPS code. Expansion startups are new businesses that are affiliated with a headquarters (spinoffs). Expansions are existing 
businesses that show an increase in employment. Move in businesses are those that already existed, as evidenced by an existing 
FIPS code, but they have moved into the region since the previous year.

The Annual Job Creation chart below shows that Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works has increased its reliance on new startups for job
creation since 2006, yet startups in this region are still not contributing as much to employment as state or national averages.
Furthermore, aligning with state and national trends, startup companies are not expanding as much as they did prior to the Great
Recession.

Source: UW Extension Business and Entrepreneurship (2017). YE Your Economy Dashboard. Retrieved from: http://www.youreconomy.org

New Startup Contribution to Job Creation 

http://www.youreconomy.org/
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What kinds of workers does a small business need to scale up?
When hiring new employees, there are a handful of factors necessary for a new firm to scale up successfully. Employers 
must first look for workers that share similar skills to themselves from the list of top ten, particularly resilience, 
communication, and analytical. In addition, workers must be trustworthy in that you know that they have your back and 
will not bail when times get tough. This is an informal bond that is often understood when first discussing the plan to 
scale up. These are people you can trust representing your company. This is slightly different being team oriented, which 
is someone who can take a step back, listen, and learn. Team workers are interested in the greater good of the company 
rather than the spotlight. Employers must also look for workers who are quick learners and can understand the ins and 
outs of the company in preparation for larger managerial roles. Lastly, workers with strategy and creativity help drive 
innovation when expanding products and services. 

"Inevitably, and because they can “get away with it”, at their inception small and medium-sized enterprises lack the sophisticated 
managerial systems often found in larger organizations. At first, SMEs can operate well enough without such management systems 
because the founder can coordinate and manage by personal involvement. This turns into a weakness when growth increases the 

number of elements that require managing.“ --Scale up UK Growing Business Report by Cambridge University

Top Ten Skills and Traits of Entrepreneurs

Good Networker

Strong Leader

Resilient

Strategic

Analytical

Financially Aware

Regulatory Understanding

Budget Oriented

Communication

Adaptable 

Trustworthy Strategic/CreativeTeam Oriented

At the base of every successful business venture is a strong 

foundation of employees supplying the necessary components 

that can grow with the owner and the company 

Scaling Up

Good salesmanship
Negotiation Skills

Ability to pitch ideas with confidence

Public Speaking abilities
Sense of integrity and ethics

Able to take risks, fail 
and try again

Self-motivated

Adaptable to changing situations
Eager to learn what is not in their 

comfort zone

Budgeting and knowing when 
to spend

Financial management
Knowledge of funding/grant 
opportunities

Knowledge of Computers and information technologies
Data Driven and up-to-date with regional trends
Effective marketing through social media savvy

Ability to look past own self-perception to 
look at business through eye of customers 
Articulate competitive strengths

Employee grievances, audit 
constraints, etc.
Understanding policies 

Managerial Ability 

Ability to listen to employees and customers
Ability to write and speak effectively

Ability to present ideas clearly
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Colab
The Colab is a coworking space that businesses can 
obtain a membership to utilize the space and 
resources. 

• Members can host meetings, workshops, or events 
at Colab. 

• Legal services are available through Creekmore Law 
firm that is free to members. 

• Discounted Chamber of Commerce rates. 

• Editing services, virtual assistant services, and 
Spanish classes are all available through the Colab. 

• Located in Grandin. 

For more information, please visit:
http://www.colabroanoke.com

Roanoke Public Libraries
The Roanoke Public libraries can help current and new 
business with their resources available through the 
library. 

• The library teaches business owners how to conduct 
their own research on markets, the industry the 
business owner is in or looking to enter, and 
consumer demographics. 

• Provide information on how to write a business or 
marketing plan.

To obtain an one on one consultation please visit: 
http://www.roanokeva.gov/FormCenter/Libraries-
9/Small-Business-1-on-1-Consultation-Reque-142

Virginia Western Community College
Virginia Western Community College (VWCC) offers a 
program of study in the School of Business, 
Technology & Trades that has a Management: 
Entrepreneurship Plus career studies certificate. 
• This program prepares students on how to start 

and operate their own business. 
• Certificate includes courses on marketing, 

accounting, and business management. 
• In order to obtain the certificate the student must 

complete 18 credit hours. 

For more information on the program, please visit: 
http://catalog.virginiawestern.edu/preview_program.
php?catoid=13&poid=1740&returnto=1844

SCORE
• Offers free business advice from mentor with 

industry experience. 
• Online webinars to help build new businesses. 
• Workshops offered throughout the state of 

Virginia. 
• Online training courses available to work through at 

the clients  own pace. 
• Clients can be partnered with a mentor through 

their website. 
• Many offices in the U.S. with one location in 

Roanoke. 

For more information, please visit:
https://www.score.org/

Virginia’s Blue Ridge Works (VBRW) Workforce Development Area III Entrepreneurial Resources
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What’s the Role of Workforce in Supporting Entrepreneurship?
- Transitioning skilled, dislocated or under employed workers
- Integrating entrepreneurship options and training into workforce programming
- Connecting interested entrepreneurs to resources in the region 
- Building and maintaining relationships with established entrepreneurship support providers 
- Collaborating instead of duplicating workforce services and programs for entrepreneurs 

SOME ENTREPRENEURIAL RESOURCES

http://www.colabroanoke.com/
http://www.roanokeva.gov/FormCenter/Libraries-9/Small-Business-1-on-1-Consultation-Reque-142
http://catalog.virginiawestern.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=13&poid=1740&returnto=1844
https://www.score.org/
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Luke Aprile is a New York native and Roanoke College student in Salem, Va. He started Frost 
Gear, LLC in 2015 which sells cold weather sports technologies and protective wear including 
baseball throwing and batting gloves as well as a new football glove. As a division one baseball 
player in New York, Luke saw a need for cold weather protective gear to use to cover players 
hands, a part of the body which could not be covered in multiple layers to keep warm. Baseball 
gloves are traditionally leather and used to grip a cowhide baseball, two materials that are not 
suitable for cold conditions. Luke stated that he sewed the prototype himself which took about 
72 hours to get perfect. The Frost Glove (right) uses a high coefficient friction material that does 
not sacrifice functionality when playing while maintaining warmth. The glove will be sold by 
Walmart online beginning October 22 this year.
Additionally, the company does an extensive amount of tactical product development for the U.S. 
Military and applicable law enforcement agencies at the local, state, and federal levels with its 
Shield Commander year-round tactical glove (bottom right). This strong plastic coated metal fiber 
glove can be worn year round for defense reasons along with its cold-weather fighting functions. 
The idea for this product began when Luke’s mother, who is a police office in New York tried the 
glove out while at the shooting range which has since gained a lot of interest with military and 
law enforcement personnel. Shield Commander has contracts with the Roanoke County and 
Salem Police Departments and has a partnership with Roanoke City PD in the works. There is also 
plans to begin selling these tactical gloves with the Marines and FBI to be offered as an upgrade 
option. This has created the need to change the packaging to be displayed in a kiosk on site, 
different from the company’s traditional online market.
Frost Glove and Shield Commander currently has two employees with plans to hire marketing 
and sells personnel to handle day-to-day business operations as the company scales up. 
Employees with graphic design skills will also be of interest as the business grows. Luke has had 
many mentors along the way he gives credit in the company’s success. Including local attorney 
and professor, Steve Baker of the College Entrepreneurial Organization (CEO) on campus. He also 
gives credit to those who have helped him from the Roanoke Technology Council and the 
Emerging Growth Council. When asked which skills were most important over this process, Luke 
said “adaptability and learning to overcome adversity are two important characteristics for 
entrepreneurs wishing to start a business.” His ability to adapt allowed for a new product and 
partnerships which were not intended, to stem from the original cold-weather athletic gear 
concept. He stated that “building relationships and being confident in the product is important 
when starting a business but it is also necessary to not worry too much about conserving equity. 
Do not be afraid to work with others wanting involvement in the company.”

Star tank is a business competition held locally in Roanoke, VA every year since 2014 where new ideas and 
businesses are brought to life. To enter the competition for this year the deadline for companies to submit 
a invention plan or business plan is November 1, 2017. The event will be held at the Grandin Colab on 
November 14, 2017. Star Tank has a group of investors who are looking to invest in the next big thing and 
want to assist local companies with reaching their goals. Last year four individuals landed deals with Star 
Tank Investors. If you are an existing business looking to expand for this competition you must have a 
minimum of three years in business. The presentation  given by the business must demonstrate or show 
the product, information on your experience, current business status, percentage of the business willing to 
divest and investment required, information on the product/business market, cost projections, financial 
projections, historic sales, and product differentiation. For more information and to fill out the form to 
submit a company or idea to Star Tank please visit: http://roanokestartank.com/about-startank/

Frost Gear Case Study 

Star Tank Entrepreneurial Pitch Contest 

http://roanokestartank.com/about-startank/
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STEM or science, technology, engineering, and mathematics degrees and related certificates have become a more popular option 
for workers in this region as the number of jobs have grown. The Blue Ridge Works area is below the state average but matches
the national average and has more STEM occupations than the other workforce development areas. The table above shows top 
STEM occupations with the highest predicted growth and number of current workers. Similar to the other regions, WDA III is 
comprised of mainly healthcare and computer occupations but also highlights the projected growth of electricians which offers a 
livable wage. Electricians can earn their certification in under a year at Virginia Western. The supply (jobs) and demand (postings) 
for electricians in an area this size is above the national average and approximately every three postings results in a new hire. The 
retirement risk is average for this occupation in this region compared to the national average. 

The chart above shows education change in WDA III for all levels from 2002 to 2017 compared to the national and state average. 
It shows a decrease in high school drop outs with a higher number of completions than the state and nation. The chart also shows
an increase in those who got some college education including the various degrees. The chart to the right shows the levels of
STEM degrees obtained in 2016 from the various higher education institutions in the region. Virginia Western Community College 
had the most certificate and associate’s degrees while Jefferson College of Health Science and Roanoke College produced the 
most bachelor’s degrees and have had a steady increase in completions since 2014.

Less than 9th Grade
9th to 12th Grade
High School Diploma

Some College
Associate’s Degree
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree or Higher

2002 2007 2012 2017

WIA III Virginia U.S.

2002 2007 2012 2017 2002 2007 2012 2017

Description
2016 
Jobs

2022 
Jobs

% 
Change

Registered Nurses 4,327 5,034 20%

Miscellaneous Healthcare Support Occupations 1,655 1,805 10%

Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurses 1,285 1,386 11%

Health Practitioner Support Technologists and 
Technicians

1,170 1,264 13%

Electricians 770 947 70%

Computer Support Specialists 714 781 8%

Diagnostic Related Technologists & Technicians 479 541 8%

Computer and Information Analysts 419 479 10%

Medical and Health Services Managers 412 468 17%

Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics 396 434 13%

STEM Occupations Projection, 2002- 2017Percentage of STEM Occupations

Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees

Source: IPEDS, NCES's CIP-SOC Crosswalk
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Mental and behavioral health problems are very common in the U.S. Although effective treatments exist, many patients go 
untreated due to the stigma associated with mental and behavioral health issues, a lack of familial and cultural support, and the 
lack of access to mental and behavioral health care services. Lack of access exists in a few forms, including lack of transportation, 
a lack of heath care providers, an onerous distance necessary to travel to receive treatment, a lack of resources to pay for 
services, and a lack of information about what services exist. Table X shows the number of behavioral health occupations and 
projections for WDA III. The mental health care provider ratio is 536:1, which is better than the state and national averages. Blue 
Ridge Works region is unique in that of the three workforce development areas, it contains both the best mental health provider 
ratio and the worst. The City of Salem has the best mental health provider ratio, at one mental health provider per every 145
people in the city, whereas Craig County has the poorest ratio among the three regions, due to having no reported mental health 
providers. The low ratio of people to mental health providers in Salem may be due the location of Lewis-Gale Medical Center and 
the Salem Veteran Affairs Medical Center in the city.

Occupation 2017 Jobs 2022 Jobs % Change

Mental Health Counselors 441 496 12%

Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers 438 494 13%

Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists 240 268 12%

Rehabilitation Counselors 204 220 8%

Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors 166 197 19%

Psychiatric Technicians 153 184 20%

Psychiatric Aides 120 150 25%

Psychiatrists 106 115 8%

Psychologists, All Other 22 22 0%

Total 1,890 2,146 14%

536:1
WDA III

730:1
VA

550:1

U.S.

The table above shows where each county or city in Workforce Development Area III ranks within the state of Virginia out of a
possible 133. County Health Rankings calculated scores and rankings for each county in 2017 based on different characteristics 
found under the ’Health Outcomes Rank’ and ‘Health Factors Rank’ fields. Half of the health outcomes ranking is based on length 
of life and the other half on quality of life which includes reporting's of poor health by adults and mental health days taken. The 
measures used to determine health factor rankings were weighted using the following methods: 
• Health behaviors (30%)- tobacco, drug, and alcohol use; diet and exercise
• Clinical care (20%)- access to care and quality of care
• Social/Economic environment (40%)- education, employment, income, family support, and community safety
• Physical environment (10%)- air and water quality; housing and transit options

County Health 
Outcome Rank

Health Factors 
Rank

Alleghany 95 88

Botetourt 24 13

Craig 98 50

Franklin 69 69

Roanoke 30 12

Covington City 129 84

Roanoke City 102 115

Salem City 58 15

Number of People to Mental 
Health Care Providers Ratio

Behavioral Health Occupations Projection, 2017

Western
87

Central
57

Southside
112

Hampton
64

Northern
23

Valley
57

Average County Health Rankings

County Health Rankings

Source: County Health Rankings, 2016Source: EMSI 2017.3; QCEW Employees

Source: County Health Rankings, 2016
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